Curioni Sun Teramo history is the story of a challenge begun in 1991, year in which the company Officine
Curioni S.p.A. located in Lodi, a leading company for the production of corrugated board converting
machines, decided to face a new market and to establish a new company whose main aim was to design and
manufacture a revolutionary machine for the production of square bottom paper bags with handles.
This was the beginning of Curioni Sun Teramo with its first paper bag making machine "Sun Master 540".
Thanks to its completely new concept, to its high technological level, to its ergonomics and its easy operation
the machine was an instant success.
Customers' appreciation for the new paper bag making machine Sun Master 540 spread really soon also
abroad.
The positive trend of Curioni Sun Teramo is the result of a constant devotion to meet customers'
requirements, continuous machine technical updating and range development with new models and new
technical solutions which can satisfy a more and more demanding market.
In 1995 we started to manufacture “universal” handle making units which could be fitted on other brands of
paper bag making machines present on the market.
In 1998 we introduced to the market our flat handle making unit, which can be perfectly accessible by the
operator for each kind of maintenance, completely redesigned in 2010 in order to give it a higher level of
performance and modifying the size of the handle to adapt it to new market requirements.
Year 2002 represents for Curioni Sun Teramo the achievement of great and important targets!
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Ten years of activity!
The delivery of the paper bag making machine Sun Master 540 number 50!
The introduction of the new paper bag making machine Sun Master 350 Gearless technology.
The possibility to supply the bag making machine with two interchangeable handle making units

At Drupa 2004, we introduced our new Sun Master 541, also completely gearless, with technical solutions
and research of new material.
We “celebrated” our Sun Master, number 100, at Drupa 2012 exhibition.
In 2014 the Sun Master 355 model was ready, allowing us to complete the range of our bag makers. In this
way Curioni Sun Teramo can cover the entire range of bags that can be produced with or without a handle,
using a gearless or gear train technology, with just two bag making machines.
Very recently in 2020, the new gear train machine Sun Master 545 was launched, with increased bag sizes
capability and introducing a new inline flat paper handle making unit with reduced foot print and same layout as the twisted cord machine.
Our flexibility, the experience of our technicians, the use of commercial world renown and easily available
components, make the after sales service the strength of Curioni Sun Teramo.
The innovative tradition of Curioni Sun Teramo keeps on wondering the world!

